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1. The Bonomi Family Admissions Center is your starting point for information sessions, campus tours, or any questions you may have about NYU.

2. Bobst Library, with nearly 3,000 seats, is the largest and most comprehensive facility in NYU’s more than 5.8 million-volume, eight-library system.

3. Kimmel Center for University Life is the center of campus activity for all students. The Marketplace, a popular lunch spot for students, is on the 3rd floor, and the Skirball Center for the Performing Arts, located in the same building, is the premier large-scale cultural and performing arts venue for both NYU and lower Manhattan.

4. Global Center for Academic and Spiritual Life is the religious and spiritual hub for the entire University.

5. Vanderbilt Hall serves as the main building for the NYU School of Law.

6. Lipton Hall is one of eight Manhattan residence halls for first-year students.

7. Washington Square Park serves as a gathering spot for students, faculty, local residents, and visitors from all over the world.

8. Washington Square Arch is a historic landmark that has become synonymous with NYU.

9. The Row Houses on Washington Square North were artist studios in the 20th century. The information and academic center for NYU Abu Dhabi, as well as other NYU offices, are now located here.

10. Washington Mews is a quaint cobblestone block whose buildings are occupied by the Asian/Pacific/American Institute, Africa House, China House, and Deutsches Haus, among others.

11. Weinstein Residence Hall accommodates nearly 600 first-year students. Several NYU dining halls—Weinstein Food Court (Upstein), Weinstein Dining Hall (Downstein), Sidestein Market, and Kosher Eatery—are located within the building.

12. Silver Center Block is home to the University’s College of Arts and Science. It is comprised of three main buildings: Silver Center for Arts and Science, the Waverly Building, and the Brown Building.

13. Academic Resource Center is open to students for advisement and support as well as group and one-on-one skill development sessions. Just across the street is the Leslie Entrepreneurs Lab (eLab), a creative space where student entrepreneurs can meet, develop ideas, and learn how to turn their concepts into concrete business ventures. The NYU Production Lab is a film incubator for the NYU community.

14. Gould Plaza is the kickoff location for Welcome Week (a week of events for new and returning students each fall) and Grad Alley (a pregraduation celebration for seniors each spring).

15. NYU Bookstore and Computer Store is where students can purchase textbooks and discounted hardware and software for their courses, plus best-selling books and NYU-themed clothing and gifts.